
Applies to ASA 9.7 and 9.8 - Provided 'As-Is' with no warranty or liability.

Setup Tunnel group as normal, select method as multiple certs:

Set Advanced > Authentication to "use the entire DN as the username"

Set Authorization to the ISE Server Group and to use the entire DN as the username:
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Set Authorization to the ISE Server Group and to use the entire DN as the username:

Set accounting to the ISE Server Group:

If desired set a group alias / URL to make life easier, or you can setup certificate to group matching rules - I prefer the 
URL setting (at this time!)

Add a DAP policy:
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Cert1 for machine and  then add Cert2 for user to force the lookup of the stores.

Create an AnyConnect Profile Policy that allows access to the machine certificate store, this is done with the Certificate 
Store Override selection, but ensure that the store is set to "all" to ensure that we can retrieve both the user and the 
machine certificates, else Certificate Auth will fail.  Import this to your client with the normal settings.  I've added an 
entry to the server list to account for my peer details.
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AAA Services are only used for Authorization, so ensure that you're able to receive the CRL lists for the CA (they may 
need configuring).  You will need to import the Root CA from your AD CA to the ASA if you have not already done so, this 
becomes a trust-point on the ASA to allow validation of the presented certificates.

Device Management > Certificate Management > Trusted Root from your AD
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Configure an appropriate policy on ISE to Authenticate and Authorize the user.  We're not authenticating the machine.  
The Multi-Auth takes care of that aspect, the two certificates (Machine and User) need to be present to allow this to 
occur.  The CRL's account for the Certificate's being accepted and that the laptop isn't lost / stolen.

The ISE Policy can be used to authorize and return ACL's based on the AD group of the user, but also - critically check if 
the account is valid within AD - so it's not disabled / expired.

Authentication options:

Firstly create a Certificate Profile for Active Directory:
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Screen clipping taken: 12/06/2017 14:12

Then create a sequence for it:

Screen clipping taken: 12/06/2017 14:12

Setup a new policy set (if you use them, and if not - you should think about it, because it not only makes things so much 
easier to read, and also because it significantly limited the scope of human error.  If I make a mistake in this policy, then
it only breaks this one, not the whole system).
Here I match on Tunnel Group name.
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Screen clipping taken: 12/06/2017 14:09

Screen clipping taken: 12/06/2017 14:11

Next we add AuthZ options:

Authorization Options:

Screen clipping taken: 12/06/2017 14:15

Here we've added a check for the AD if IdentityAccessRestricted = True (basically is the account disabled / expired).  If it 
is, then Deny Access.  That allows us to disable an account in AD and instantly deny VPN access while we wait for the 
CRL's to catch up.

Then write your policy based on what you want:

Screen clipping taken: 12/06/2017 14:17

In this one we're basically saying if you are in domain users, then give VPN access.  But if you want to do different levels 
of access based on user group, you can do this above and apply different ACL results on this attribute.

What does this look like in ISE logs:

Screen clipping taken: 12/06/2017 14:20

Here we see that my user (admin backup - I know, I know, it was a convenient test account - "Bad Kev!") has triggered 
the right policy elements and above it, the ACL has been sent to the ASA

ASA Log:
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ASA Log:

Tweaks to the CA:

These are tweaks I've made, keeping in mind that my domain isn't production and your millage may vary:
User Certificate Template:

Screen clipping taken: 12/06/2017 14:25

Setting to Fully Distinguished Name for the user cert.  Note I don't have email address, because my lab setup has no 
requirement.
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Screen clipping taken: 12/06/2017 14:26

Similar setup for the machine certificate.

Reference Information:

Setting up a MS CA:
User Side Certificates - https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc770857(v=ws.10).aspx
Machine Side Certificates - https://technet.microsoft.com/en-us/library/cc731242(v=ws.10).aspx
CRL Server - https://blogs.technet.microsoft.com/nexthop/2012/12/17/updated-creating-a-certificate-revocation-list-
distribution-point-for-your-internal-certification-authority/

Great Cisco Live guides: BRKSEC-3053 (Cisco Live Berlin 2016 - Ned Zaldivar (Practical PKI for Remote Access VPN with 
ISE).
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